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APPLICATION OF PHOTOGRAMMETRIC TECHNIQUES
FOR ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEILLANCE OF

AMCHITKA ISLAND, ALASKA

by

Joachim G. Stephan and Ian M. Mercier

ABSTRACT

Three aerial photogrammetric surveys were made to determine sea
otter abundance and distribution at Amchitka Island, Alaska. Kodak
Ektachrome Aero Film Type 8443 was found to be particularly useful in
these surveys because it renders sea otters black and the sea blue in
oblique photography. Results indicate that about 2800 sea otters were
in the Amchitka area (out to 5 miles from shore) during the survey
period. This estimate was obtained by employing the largest number
counted during any survey and increasing this by 15 percent to account
for animals that, because of their behavior, were not photographed (diving
for food, etc.).

Color, infrared color, and panchromatic photography were also used
to document the bioenvironmental effects of Milrow, an underground nuclear
test conducted on October 2, 1969. Normal color film was found to be
superior to other film types for detecting fresh rock falls, soil slides,
and turbid waters. Infrared color films yielded the best information
about vegetation. Most disturbances were noted on the Pacific coastline.
A single large slide (located in Square Bay and involving about 7,000 cu yd
of rock movement) was noted on the Bering side. There were few other
damage sites on that side.

BACKGROUND

Battelle's Columbus Laboratories (BCL), under a contract with the United States

Atomic Energy Commission, Nevada Operations Office (USAEC-NVOO), is conducting

a bioenvironmental research program on Amchitka Island, Alaska. Amchitka, some

1, 400 miles west of Anchorage, and 700 miles from the Asian mainland (Kamchatka

Peninsula), was selected as the site for certain underground nuclear tests (Figure 7).

The Milrow test was conducted October 2, 1969. BCL's series of bioenvironmental

studies of Amchitka, initiated in 1967, were designed to predict, evaluate, and document

the effects of proposed nuclear tests on the biota and environment, and to predict and

evaluate potential hazards to man that might result from the accidental release of

radionuclides to the environment and their subsequent transport to humans via food

chains.

Scores of scientists, including plant ecologists, freshwater ecologists, limnolo-

gists, geomorphologists, avian ecologists, and marine ecologists, have participated in

the program. Special studies were conducted on the sea otter, an important marine
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mammal. To facilitate and support many of these activities, BCL established a pro-
gram of photographic surveillance. Conditions of selected sites on Amchitka were to
be photographically recorded before and after Milrow to document any test-related
effects. Amchitka sea otters were censused in 1969. Some census data could be
derived from photographs made of other marine mammals.

Beginning in May, 1968, photographic techniques were tested on selected island
features, with emphasis on the detection of sea otters in their natural habitat. Good
photographic conditions are rare on Amchitka; most days are overcast, foggy, and
rainy. It was necessary to develop reliable photogrammetric techniques for marginal
weather conditions, when cloud ceilings were as low as 500-600 feet. Such techniques
were successfully developed and applied during the 1969 Milrow test period. This
report includes an analysis of the resulting film imagery. Additional photography is
recommended to assure more complete documentation of future tests.

SCOPE

Specific photogrammetric tasks conducted on Amchitka in 1969 were

(1) A photographic aerial survey of the Amchitka sea otter population.
Sea otters were photographed around the entire island during three
missions to provide a population estimate and detailed information
on the nearshore distribution.

(2) Photographic documentation of terrestrial, shoreline, and nearshore
features near SZ* before and after Milrow. Photographic coverage

was obtained of

(a) The terrestrial environment within a 2-1/2-mile radius of SZ
to document the vegetation and topography

(b) The terrestrial environment within a 2 to 3-mile radius of SZ
to record the effects of drill-site activities, road building, etc. ,
performed in conjunction with Milrow

(c) The freshwater features (lakes, ponds, and streams) in a 2-1/2-
mile radius of SZ to document changes in stream directions,
obstructions in the streams, as well as changes in the levels of
freshwater lakes and ponds, and changes in the clarity of lake

and pond waters

(d) The sea stacks and sea cliffs within a 5-mile radius of SZ to
document bird-nesting sites, plant cover, rock falls, and soil
slides.

:SZ is the ground point directly above the test device. Here it is used as a measuring point to indicate horizontal distance from
the test site.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT

Cameras

All aerial photographs were taken with 9-1/2 x 9-1/2-inch format Fairchild K-17

aerial cameras, using 12- and 6-inch focal-length lens cones (Figure 1). Although

the K-17 camera is still a popular military cartographic or reconnaissance camera, it

is being replaced by more-modern aerial cameras. It is relatively inexpensive (i. e.,

$575 for a reconditioned camera as compared to $25, 000 for a new Wild or Zeiss carto-

graphic camera).

Since a photographic aircraft with a camera bay was not available, special brackets

were fastened outside an S-55 Sikorsky helicopter. These brackets permitted the oblique

forward mounting of one or two cameras and the vertical mounting of another (Figure 2).

To drive the cameras at a predetermined sequence or semiautomatically, 24-28 vdc

were tapped from the helicopter power supply. Vacuum for the film-flattening back was

obtained from a small vacuum pump with a capacity of about 15 inches of mercury. The

vertical camera was loaded with black and white film for mapping photography. The

oblique camera contained infrared color film to record environmental conditions near

SZ. One oblique infrared color exposure covered the same area as 3 to 4 vertical

photographs. This camera configuration was chosen to permit economic photography of

the area without sacrificing either the qualitative or quantitative aspects of aerial

photography.

The necessity for aiming a camera out of the helicopter to provide documentary

photography and to obtain the sea otter census required suspending one or two K-17

cameras from the side door as shown in Figure 3. The camera could be swung freely

through about 150 degrees in the horizontal plane and 90 degrees in the vertical plane.

At greater angles, the helicopter fuselage obstructed the camera's field of view. These

cameras used the 12-inch focal-length lens. With the helicopter it was easy to land for

ground-truth observation to complement the photographic missions.

Six of 40 rolls of infrared color and normal color film taken showed signs of

camera failures, although 75 percent of the imagery in the 6 rolls was useful.

Film Emulsions

The film emulsions used in the work described are infrared color film, color film,

and Panchromatic film.

Infrared color film (Kodak Infrared Aero Type 8443; color reversal film, processed

to positive transparency by the Kodak E-3 process). This film was tested on Amchitka

in 1968 and 1969 by BCL personnel. The spectral-sensitivity characteristics of this

film (see Figure 4) make it particularly useful for detecting sea otters and for recording

changes in vegetational cover. Properly processed film renders healthy plant foliage as

bright red, and dead or dying foliage as brown. Water appears almost black in photo-

graphs taken vertically downward but appears light blue in those photographs taken at
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FIGURE 1. FAIRCHILD K-17 AIRCRAFT CAMERA

Shown are two cameras (f = 6" and f = 12"), film

magazines, intervalometers, and vacuum pump.

/,

FIGURE 2. CAMERAS INSTALLED IN VERTICAL AND OBLIQUE

CAMERA MOUNTS WITH ELECTRICAL AND VACUUM

LINES IN PLACE
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FIGURE 3. SIDE-DOOR SUSPENSION OF K-17 CAMERA FOR SEA OTTER
CENSUS AND DOCUMENTARY PHOTOGRAPHY
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SENSITOMETRIC DATA
Spectral Sensitivity Curves

KODAK EKTACHROME Infrared AERO Film, Type 8443
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*Spectral Sensitivity, S().), = 1/E(.), where E().) is the energy in ergs/cm', of
monochromatic radiation at wavelength ). required to reduce the dye image
density in the individual layer to an equivalent neutral density of 1.0 above
minimum density. Data are adjusted to correspond to an effective exposure
time of 1/100 second.

FIGURE 4. SPECTRAL SENSITIVITY CURVES FOR INFRARED
COLOR FILM

Courtesy of Eastman Kodak Company
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depressed angles no more than 30 degrees from the horizontal. The sea otter appears
black and is contrasted highly in the water or on algae-covered rocks. In September,
1969, a camera with a 500-mm telephoto lens was used to take test photographs in a
drizzly rain. The animals, barely visible on normal color film, are contrasted and
easily identified on infrared color film.

Normal color film (Kodak Ektachrome Aero Type 8442; color reversal film, pro-

cessed to a positive transparency by the Kodak E-3 process). This film was compared

with the infrared color film and found to be especially useful in detecting fresh rock

falls, soil slides, and turbidity in freshwater lakes and nearshore areas.

Panchromatic film (Kodak Double-X-Aerographic Type 2405; black and white).
Black and white vertical photography was taken simultaneously with the oblique, infrared

photography to provide additional large-scale coverage to permit direct measurement

on the film without the use of special grids and scales (as are required in oblique

photography) and to give the analyst an additional perspective of the terrain. Since the

photographs overlapped by 60 percent, they can be viewed three-dimensionally. Photo-

mosaics can be made, if required.

PHOTOGRAPHIC METHODS

To achieve the task scope described on page 2, three types of photographic mis-

sions were flown:

(1) Sea otter photographs to census Amchitka sea otters

(2) Photographs to record terrestrial and nearshore features before and

after Milrow, thus providing for the detection of short- and long-term

changes caused by the event

(3) Documentary photographs to record immediately after the test obvious

damage to terrain and nearshore features resulting from ground shock,

as well as damage to fish and wildlife.

Sea Otter Census Photography

The 1969 aerial sea otter census of Amchitka consisted of complete island surveys

on September 9, 16, and 23. Each flight covered a strip 2 to 3 miles wide, beginning

at the Amchitka shore. In areas such as at Crown Reefer Point and East Cape, cover-

age extended up to 5 miles offshore.

Each census consisted of a photographic and a visual count. Originally, only a

photographic census was planned, with two forward-aimed K-17 aerial cameras (f =
12 inches, film format 9-1/2 x 9-1/2 inches), but the required 9-1/2-inch-wide infrared

colored film could not be obtained in 200-foot lengths. Since only 75-foot lengths were

available (about 90 exposures) the number of film magazines required were three times
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that originally planned. These could not be obtained in time for the survey. Since each

survey had to be completed in one day, there was no time to return to base camp to

unload and reload the available magazines. Thus, it was decided to point a single

camera out of the right side of the helicopter where it could be freely moved in the
horizontal and vertical plane, about 150 and 90 degrees, respectively (Figure 5). The

pilot always flew so that most sea otters were to the right of the helicopter where they

could be photographed (Figure 6). Stray otters to the left of the helicopter were visually

counted by an observer. Otters appearing between the fuselage and the pontoons were
out of camera range and were visually counted by the photographer. Each area con-

taining sea otters was overflown only once to avoid double counting.

A section of shoreline was included in as many photographs as necessary to per-
mit identification of the geographic locations of the sea otters observed (Figure 6).
Although not required for the census, the locations of groups were deemed as important

as the count when comparing two different surveys. The locations of sea otters photo-
graphed were eventually plotted on a map (Figure 18).

All surveys were made at similar times, i. e. , between 1:00 and 5:30 p.m.,

Amchitka local time (approximately 11:00 a. m. to 3:30 p.m. sun time). The first
survey began at Constantine Harbor, the second and third at St. Makarius Bay (Figure 7).

The Pacific side was searched first, the Bering side, last.

Land,change
magazine,
and refuel ALASKA
if fog permits

-ALEUTIAN ISLANDS

BERING SEA

Land ,change
magaz ine

Land ,change

magazine

Crown Reefer point

Beginning of photo

N survey at Constantine

Harbor

SGZ

Land change Helicopter pad

AMCHITKA ISLAND filmmagazine,

0 I 2 3 4 5 MILES and refuel

SCALE
PACIFIC OCEAN

FIGURE 7. FLIGHT PATH DURING TYPICAL SEA OTTER CENSUS
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The weather during all three surveys was like that during which visual surveys had
been made by the U. S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife
personnel, i. e. , overcast skies to eliminate sun glare on the surface of the water, with
fairly calm seas, and little to moderate wind action. Rain fell during various portions
of each survey. The results of the surveys are summarized on pages 19 and 21.

During each survey flight, seals, sea lions, and some flocks of birds were also
photographed because principal investigators had expressed interest in counting mam-
mals and birds* (Figure 8).

Survey Photography

The area within a 2-1/2-mile radius of SZ, or a rectangle of about 4 x 5Smiles,
was photographed on D-3 and D+3 (3 days before and 3 days after Milrow). The rec-
tangle was covered by 26 passes spaced 1, 000 feet apart. A K-17 with a 12-inch focal-
length lens, depressed 20 degrees from the horizon, photographed the area with infrared
color film at 1/2-mile intervals along each path (one exposure every 30 seconds).
Simultaneously, a vertically mounted K-17 with a 6-inch focal-length lens covered the
area with black-and-white stereophotography, overlapping 60-66 percent (one exposure
every 8 seconds). The altitude of the helicopter during survey missions varied between
1, 100-1, 300 feet, depending on the cloud ceiling (Figures 9 and 10).

Representative photography is shown in Figures 11 through 14. Figures 11 and 12
were taken through the vertical, black and white camera on D-3 and D+3, respectively.
Figures 13 and 14 are black and white renditions of infrared color photographs;

The vertical black and white photographs permit mensuration and mapping plus a
bird's-eye view of the area through stereoviewing, thus permitting detailed analysis.

The oblique infrared photographs are useful in detecting damage to the terrestrial
ecosystem and are studied by geomorphologists to predetermine potential areas of
ground instability and to predict topographic changes that might result from underground

nuclear tests.

Documentary Photography

Documentary missions, flown on D-1, D-day, and D+4, were conducted with two
K-17 cameras, with 12-inch focal-length cones, pointed through the open helicopter
door. Simultaneous color and infrared color photographs were obtained because the
emulsion characteristic of each film recorded certain island features especially well.

Infrared color photography yielded the best information about damage to vegetation,
whereas normal color photography brought out new rock falls, soil slides, and near-

shore water turbidity. To photograph the shoreline within 5 miles of SZ (Figure 15),
missions were usually flown at 150 to 300-foot altitudes and 1, 000 and 1, 500 feet from

*Although these photographs have not been analyzed, they are available for interested investigators.
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a. Live sea lions on nearshore rocks, before Milrow

(Column Rocks, September 12, 1969).

. r s~f e b f tiC

b. Live seals on shore 2 hours after Milrow (Seal Beach).

FIGURE 8. SEA LIONS AND SEALS AT AMCHITKA
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FIGURE 9. AREA COVERED BY SURVEY PHOTOGRAPHY

The sketch shows approximate area covered

by simultaneous oblique and vertical photography.
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FIGURE 13. BLACK AND WHITE COPY OF INFRARED COLOR
PHOTOGRAPH OF MILROW SZ ON D+3

Light color in some lakes indicates turbid waters.

Compare with Figure 12 which is a black and white

vertical photograph, taken simultaneously.
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rt. .

a. Coastal survey photograph used to determine damage to
cliffsides and sea stacks (Pacific coast line, D+3).

C

b. Survey photograph to show hydrological features
(Silver Salmon Lake, D+3).

FIGURE 14. BLACK AND WHITE COPIES OF OBLIQUE
INFRARED PHOTOGRAPHS

'ell
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shore, with the camera axis depressed 15-20 degrees. Slightly overlapping photographs

(10 percent) were taken in a continuous strip along the Pacific and Bering shorelines.
Near SZ and in other obviously damaged areas, the flight pattern was random.

Altitude height= 100-300 ft

Sea cliffs

FIGURE 15. PHOTOGRAPHIC MODE DURING DOCUMENTARY MISSIONS

FILM PROCESSING

All film was processed in Smith-Patco rewind processing equipment at BCL. The

equipment consists of stainless steel tanks and a motorized film wind-rewind spool that
holds up to 250 feet of film. During processing, the motorized drive winds the film

from one spool to the other. The Kodak E-3 processing kit (3-1/2-gallon capacity) was

used for all color film (Figure 16).

The initial development in this process is the most critical and usually requires
10 minutes. Because the photographs had been taken under marginal lighting conditions,
each roll of film had to be developed more than 10 minutes, sometimes as much as
15 minutes (Fritz, 1967). After the first 10 minutes of development, a visual inspection
was performed under a green filtered light to determine how much further development

was required.

This tedious process assured that even the most underexposed image was devel-
oped. To contrast the sea otter with its natural surrounding required a critical develop-

ment technique. The offshore areas of Amchitka have considerably lower reflectance
than, for example, the Amchitka tundra. Improper development would have rendered
the ocean very dark with the sea otters scarcely contrasting. Careful processing pro-

cedures resulted in photographs with sea otters readily visible.
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ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

Processed films were studied by the authors as well as freshwater ecologists,
geomorphologists, plant ecologists, etc. , to determine if Milrow caused short-term
bioenvironmental effects. Initial analyses were made on a light table by using a mag-
nifier and scales. Later analyses were greatly aided through a Richards Multiple
Interpretation Module (MIM) (Figure 17). This stereoviewer permits side-by-side
(comparison) viewing of film up to 9-1/2 inches wide, zoom magnification, image
rotation, mensuration in the horizontal plane (x + y), and other functions basic to
photointerpretation and mensuration.

Interpretation of Census Photography

Photographs taken on all three surveys for the pre-Milrow sea otter census in
September, 1969, were given a thorough one-time analysis. Survey 1 (September 12)
consisted of about 5-1/2 rolls of infrared color film (about 500 pictures); Survey 2
(September 16) consisted of 6-1/2 rolls (about 600 pictures); and Survey 3 (September 23)
consisted of 4-1/2 rolls (about 400 pictures).

Each roll of census film was first scanned for identifiable landmarks to determine
the geographic location and was marked with a sequential number (1 through 95 per roll).
Photos which showed the same group of sea otters from various angles were identified
to avoid double counting. As many as three photos were taken during survey flights
of the same group of sea otters to (1) assure a maximum number of animals (or diving

rings) counted and (2) determine how many of the animals dive as the helicopter

approached. When sea otters were observed to dive, photographs were taken of the

characteristic diving rings. No survey contained more than 20, indicating that the sea

otters had grown accustomed to the overflights.

Finally, each photo was scanned from bottom to horizon for sea otters, which were

marked with checks. The number of sea otters, their location along the Amchitka coast,

and the number of the photo were then recorded.

The numbers of sea otters determined from photography and visual observation

were as follows:

Total Sept. 9 Sept. 16 Sept. 23

Photographic /Visual 2066 2113 2395

Visual only (BCL observer) 1912
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FIGURE 16. REWIND PROCESSING EQUIPMENT USED FOR
DEVELOPMENT OF COLOR, INFRARED
COLOR, AND BLACK AND WHITE FILM

FIGURE 17. RICHARDS INTERPRETATION MODULE
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When broken down:

Count Sept. 9 Sept. 16 Sept. 23

Photographic:
Camera man 1472 1422 1227
(counted 2 times)

Visual:

Observe r 516 421 --

Camera man 78 270 168
Pilot -- -- 1000

Total:
Photo/Visual 2066 2113 2395

Applying the techniques of Spencer (1969) the estimated number of sea otters in

1969 in the described area around Amchitka was approximately 2800.

The distribution* of Amchitka sea otters in a belt ranging 3-5 miles from the

Amchitka shoreline (photographed on September 16, 1969) is shown in Figure 18.

Additional Observations

Most sea otters were swimming during all three surveys. They were usually

solitary or in groups of 2 to 20. The largest group photographed numbered 116 (Fig-

ure 6b). Sea otters were photographed from as close as 100 feet to more than
2, 500 feet. Usually, sea otters appearing near the horizon of a picture had not been

spotted visually, but were detected during photographic analysis.

Feeding sea otters were photographed as close as 200-250 feet. One otter was

eating a fish about 15 inches long; another seemed to be eating a small octopus. Several

sea otters held something between their paws. The bright red in infrared color indicated

that it was algae or something algae-covered. Sometimes sea otters were seen floating
on their backs with streams of algae draped across their bodies as if holding on to them.

Mothers with pups could frequently be distinguished.

Interpretation of Survey and

Documentary Photography

Short-term effects caused by the Milrow ground shock were readily detected in

photographs taken with all three film emulsions. Aerial photographic observations were

supported by visual observations performed simultaneously with the photograph as well

as photographs taken on the ground.

*The accuracy of location (within 500 yards) was limited by map scale, not the photograph.
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Long-term effects of Milrow will not be evaluated until photographs are again taken
over the area within a 2-1/2-mile radius of SZ. Such coverage is anticipated in October,
1970. Changes in vegetation patterns caused by changes in underlying drainage patterns

should then be apparent.

Effects on Sea Otters and Fish Life

Photographs and visual observations at H+3, H+6, and D+4 revealed no damage to

sea otters (or other mammals) within 5 miles of SZ. Caged animals in the beach pen

4300 feet from SZ on the Pacific coast were live and appeared active (Figure 19). The

photograph shows them clearly in very muddy water. The sea otters in two floating pens

that were anchored near the shore also appeared normal. A fish 12-15 inches long float-

ing belly side up was observed and photographed near St. Makarius Bay on the Pacific

side near shore. (The photograph is too blurred to permit identification of the fish. )

FIGURE 19.

The H+6 photo run
5 miles from SZ. They

mals were counted in an

second sea otter census.

LIVE SEA OTTERS IN BEACH PEN AFTER MILROW

revealed groups of sea otters along the Pacific shore 4 to
appeared to be feeding and behaving normally. Forty-one ani-
area where 39 were photographed on September 16 during the

The photographs taken on D+4 added no further information on sea otters. A

very sunny day with very brisk winds precluded effective census photography. Only a

few sea otters were observed and photographed. A large seal colony was again photo-

graphed near Falls Creek. The same colony had been photographed on D-3, D-Day, and

D+3 (Figure 8), as well as in an earlier mission.
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Disturbance of Terrestial Features

Damage was obvious in some moss mounds within 1-1/2 miles of SZ. In some

instances only the very tops of the moss mounds appear blown out.

The most prominent effects were the numerous cracks and fissures, especially in

roads. Cracks ranged from a few inches in width and depth to 6 inches wide and 3 feet

deep in one road (Figure 20). The most prominent crack was observed and photographed

near SZ in the bed of Heart Lake (Figure 12).

Disturbance of the Freshwater Environments

Infrared color and color photography showed that 12 of the lakes near SZ were

affected by Milrow. Disturbances were recognized by changes in the water level and

spilling of water into adjoining areas where it sometimes appeared in smaller pools.

Photographs at H+3 and H+6 show both Heart Lake and Lower Twin Lake intact. How-

ever, photographs on D+3 (after crater subsidence at H+37 hours) showed cracks in the

lake beds and reduction of water volume. Heart Lake near SZ contained 50 percent less

water, and a crack 600 feet long was exposed (Figures 12 and 13). Lower Twin Lake,

1200 feet from SZ, contained about 30 percent as much water on D+3 as it did prior to

Milrow.

Some lakes showed the intrusion of sediments in a thin stream emanating from the

surrounding land area (Figure 21). Other lakes displayed light to heavy turbidity undoubt-

edly resulting from disturbance of bottom sediments. (The lightness of the lake water

appearing in infrared photos is mostly due to the high reflectance of sediment in the

lake, and not due to camera angle or shallowness of the lake. ) Clear water a few inches

deep appears black in vertical infrared color photographs. However, clear water appears

dark to light blue in oblique photography, i. e. , the smaller the angle between the horizon

and camera optical axis, the lighter the appearance of water. Muddy water appears light

regardless of the camera orientation or depth of water simply because suspended sedi-

ments have a much higher reflectivity than the body of water in which they float.

From the photography, the vegetation at the edges of many lakes appeared wet and

soggy as if it had been inundated and beaten down. This effect could be seen at Clevenger

Lake, some 3-1/2 miles from SZ. The water apparently splashed 2 to 3 feet over the

Lake's edge in some instances.

The photography also shows two areas, both approximately 4500 feet from SZ,

where previously dry tundra appears to be shallowly inundated. Figure 22 is a map

indicating the apparent event-related effects. Most affected lakes were located within
3-1/2 miles of SZ.
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SZ

Heart Lake

. s.--

Lower

Twin Lake

Cracks
in
road

a. Near SZ

44

b. Above Constantine Harbor, 5 Miles From SZ

FIGURE 20. ROAD DAMAGE CAUSED BY MILROW
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FIGURE 21. TURBIDITY IN AMCHITKA FRESHWATER LAKES
AFTER MILROW

Black and white copy of infrared color photo.

Disturbance of Sea Cliffs and Sea Stacks

The tundra cover, rocks, and soil of sea cliffs were locally disturbed along the

photographed Pacific coast (Figure 23). Numerous tundra mat displacements of 1 to

2 yd 2 , rock falls up to 10 yd 2 , and soil slides (usually appearing as if only the very top

layer of soil rolled off) were frequent on the Pacific coast. In general, little damage

occurred on the Bering coast, but the largest event-related rock fall was at Lower

Square Bay on the Bering coast. Judging from photographs, some 7000 yd 3 of rock and

soil fell to the base of the 100-foot cliff. The rest of the photographed 12 miles of
Bering coast showed little event-related damage (Figure 22).

Many tundra slides, on both the Pacific and Bering sides, occurred before Milrow.

With no pretest photography, much more damage might have been attributed to Milrow.

For example, on a 75-foot cliff 1. 3 miles WSW of Crown Reefer Point on the Bering

side, a huge preevent tundra slump occurred in wave-like form some time prior to

Milrow, with spaces between layers of tundra several feet wide revealing freshly

exposed soil. Very little additional movement of this tundra mat followed Milrow (Fig-

ure 24). No attempt has been made here to identify the locations of all fresh tundra

slides; they have merely been screened out from event-related damage charted in

Figure 22.

Some sea stacks on both sides of the island appeared to have lost some surface
rocks; the most extensively damaged sea stack was located near the shore south of
St. Makarius Bay. A considerable amount of rock was dislodged from the east wall of
the stack with the debris falling in the intertidal zone (Figure 25).

w
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a. D-1

b. D+4 - Slumping following Milrow was relatively minor.

FIGURE 24. PROGRESSIVE SLUMPING OF TUNDRA ON BERING COAST

Black and white copy of color photos.
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Eagle

FIGURE 25. CLOSEUP OF SEVERELY DAMAGED SEA STACK
SOUTH OF ST. MAKARIUS BAY AT H+2-1/2
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At H+3, bald eagles were observed sitting in pairs or singly on many sea stacks
including the heavily disturbed stack already mentioned.

Disturbance in Nearshore Marine Areas

Photographs were taken of the total marine area within 5 miles of SZ. Disturbances
of offshore algae beds cannot readily be determined from this photograph because flights
were flown when algae beds were not fully exposed by low tides. The most obvious effect
in marine areas was muddy water at various points off the Pacific coast. The largest
stream of muddy water - several hundred feet long - was photographed near the beach
sea otter pen (Figure 23). Most heavy silt concentrations were confined close to shore.

Photographic Evaluation of Disturbances

to the Amchitka Vegetation Due

to Operational Activities

Amchitka is dotted with evidence of operational activity dating back to World War II.

Quonset huts (or what remains of them), black-topped areas, trailer camps, roads,
runways, gravel pits, and dumps cover the area (Figures 26 and 27). An assessment
has been made of displaced vegetation in a 3-mile radius of SZ.

Photographs taken in 1969 show that within 3 miles of SZ, 382 acres of vegetation
have been displaced, mostly by World War II operations. The area still contains

878 quonset huts (or what remains of them), each displacing about 0. 04 acre of
vegetation.

There are also 626 temporary building bases (each displacing 0. 014 acre of vege-

tation); 116. 2 acres of cement pads, gravel pits, etc. ; 24 miles of roads in use; and
10 miles of roads which show signs of overgrowth (10-50 percent). The photographs

also show that formerly (mostly during World War II) vehicles traversed the areas

more than they have since the initiation of underground nuclear testing activities.

The compiled information and future photography would permit an assessment of the
rate and extent to which new vegetation covers denuded areas (Figure 28).

Photographs taken in 1968 have been analyzed in a 5-mile radius from SZ, or

roughly up to (but not including) the reconstructed runway. In this area, some
700 acres of vegetation have been disturbed. Some 1200 quonset huts and 62 miles of

road (used and overgrown) remain.

SUMMARY

Photogrammetric tasks as planned during FY 69 for the ecological surveillance,

mapping, and censusing subprogram within the Amchitka Bioenvironmental Safety
Program were accomplished. The combination of films and filters and photographic

techniques tested prior to Milrow resulted in the recording of:
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(1) The size and distribution of the Amchitka sea otter population as of
September, 1969

(2) Probably most of the Amchitka seal population (not counted)

(3) A substantial portion, if not all of the uncounted sea lion population
at Column Rock and Ivakin Point

(4) Cliff and sea-stack damage in a radius in excess of 5 miles from SZ,
including soil slides, tundra slides, and rock falls

(5) Recent cliff disturbance in a radius in excess of 5 miles from SZ,
resulting from previous unknown natural causes, which were dis-
tinguished from event-related damage

(6) Disturbance to lakes and to streams within 2-1/2 to 3 miles of SZ

as evidenced by turbidity of the waters, reduced water levels, and
cracks in lake beds

(7) Disturbance to the vegetational mat within 2-1/2 to 3 miles of SZ as

shown by "exploded" moss mounds, previously dry areas now under
water, and operational effects resulting from vehicular traffic

(8) The disturbance of vegetation within 2-1/2 to 3 miles of SZ due to old
and recent operations, including road building, drilling, digging, etc.

(9) Disturbance to the road beds within a 4 to 5-mile radius of SZ

(10) The absence of damage to the Amchitka sea mammals and birds.

(Had such damage occurred, the visual and photographic surveillance
following the event would have produced evidence of such damage. )

The study of photographic records by the authors and other principal investigators
has thus far been directed toward detection of short-term effects of Milrow and docu-
menting operational disturbances to date. The photography obtained will provide a

baseline record for detecting long-term effects on Amchitka that can be determined
photographically.

RE COMMENDATIONS

On the basis of experience gained in the photogrammetric subtask during 1969, the
following suggestions are made to insure improved data acquisition and reduction during

future phases of the Amchitka Bioenvironmental Safety Program, especially event-

related phases:
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(1) Test should be made to determine the feasibility of using the

Hasselblad camera for sea otter census photography, to determine
if the increase in resolution, reliability, versatility, and economics

will outweigh the disadvantages of a smaller format size. (K-17 camera

film format is 9-1/2 x 9-1/2 inches, Hasselblad cameras have a format

of 2-1/4 x 2-1/2 inches. ) The K-17 with 6-inch focal-length for vertical

photography in black and white or color should be retained.

(2) Future sea otter census missions should be conducted only with
forward-looking cameras to avoid all visual counting.

(3) Tests should be conducted to determine the distribution of sea otters

as a function of season, weather, and time of day in areas of predicted
overpressures potentially harmful to sea otters. Such information

would help in predicting how many sea otters would be in hazardous

areas during future tests, and to refine future and present census
figures.

(4) Tests should be conducted to determine if certain film-filter combina-
tions will show the Amchitka sea otters under several feet of water.

(5) Future survey and documentary missions should include multispectral/
multiscale photography to permit simultaneous recording of bioenviron-
mental features with a wide range of reflective characteristics. For

example, not only freshwater lake surfaces should be photographed,

but, if feasible, bottom characteristics, fish floating on the surface, etc.

(6) Sea cliffs should be surveyed semiannually to determine the natural

deterioration of the tundra mat, soil movement, and rock falls, espe-
cially after earthquakes. Unless such information is available, it is
possible that such natural damage will be confused with test-related
damage. Present information on "progressive slumping" on Amchitka

sea cliffs does not indicate how much such "progressive slumping"
may be caused on a long-term basis by underground testing.

(7) Intertidal algae should be surveyed at low tide within 5 miles of

Cannikin SZ. Comparable photographs made before and a year after

the event should reveal any changes in zonation. Photos already

taken indicate the feasibility of such an endeavor.

(8) The use of 1969 photography should be considered beyond current

analysis. It could serve in the preparation of a detailed vegetation map

within a 2-1/2-mile radius of SZ, and the production of extremely

detailed large-scale maps and photo mosaics. It would also be useful
for a study of the natural deterioration of Amchitka cliffsides and sea
stacks in a 5-mile radius from SZ.
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APPENDIX

DESCRIPTION OF SEA OTTER CENSUS AND
MILROW-RELATED PHOTOGRAPHY

Sea Otter Census

(1) 16-1/2 rolls of infrared color film

Coverage: Intermittent coverage of entire Amchitka coastline

Type of Photography: High oblique

Altitude: 100-300 feet

Time: 1:00 - 5:30 p.m.

Purpose of Photography: To obtain census of Amchitka sea otter population

Quality of Film: Good to excellent

Total Number of Photos: 1300

Surveys

(1) Two 75-foot rolls of infrared color film

Coverage: SZ and vicinity within a 2-1/2 to 3-mile radius

Type of Photography: High oblique

Altitude: 1, 100-1, 200 feet

Time: D-3, 12:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Purpose of Photography: To record appearance of vegetation, freshwater
lakes and streams, exposed geology, and artificial features prior to Milrow

Quality of Film: Fair to good to excellent, with sticking camera shutter leaf

causing undesired light streak in lower right portion of imagery

Total Number of Photographs: About 180

(2) One 75-foot roll of infrared color film

Coverage: 12-15 miles of coastline on both Pacific and Bering side (about

5 to 6-mile radius from SZ)

Type of Photography: High oblique

Altitude: 1, 100-1, 200 feet

Time: D-3, 6:00 p.m. to 6:45 p.m.

Purpose of Photography: To record appearance of coastal areas prior to
Milrow
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Quality of Film: Same as (1) above

Number of Photographs: About 80-90

(3) Two 75-foot rolls of infrared color film

Coverage: Same as (1)

Type of Photography: Same as (1)

Altitude: Same as (1)

Time: D+3, 12:45 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Purpose of Photography: To record appearance of vegetation, freshwater lakes

and streams, exposed geology, and man-made features after Milrow, to be
compared with D-3 photography

Quality of Photography: Excellent

Number of Photographs: 180

(4) One 75-foot roll of infrared color film, all parameters as under (2), except
quality of imagery which is excellent

(5) Two and one-half (230 feet) rolls of panchromatic (black and white) film

Coverage: Same as (1)

Type of Photography: Vertical

Altitude: Same as (1)

Time: Same as (1)

Purpose of Photography: To permit accurate mensuration and possible imagery

at very large scales (1:2,200-2,400) of area described in (1)

Quality of Film: Excellent

Number of Photographs: About 700-750

(6) Same as (5) except taken at D+3 to detect possible test-related changes in area.

Documentary

These photographs were made on infrared color and/or Ektachrome color film to
determine at close range event-related changes, with emphasis on the Pacific coast

between St. Makarius Bay and Falls Creek. The Bering side and a 5-mile radius of
SZ were less intensively photographed due to the apparent scarcity of event-related

damage in these areas (except for the Cyril Cove rock slide).

Type of Photography: High oblique

Altitude: 150-300 feet

Time: D-1, D-Day, D+4

Quality of Film: Fair to excellent, depending on time of day (some photographs
taken in evening)

Number of Photographs: Approximately 700-800
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